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1 INTRODUCTION 

Tidal stream turbines deployed in narrow channels and straits are receiving increasing interest for renewable 

power generation. It is expected that such devices would be installed in arrays, e.g. Meygen Project in the 

Pentland Firth, akin to wind farms, to extract energy at sufficient scale to provide a valued contribution to 

electricity supply whilst recognizing environmental constraints. The design of each turbine is governed by fa-

tigue considerations and so it is essential to understand through-life cyclic loading, particularly for in-array 

operation.  

Key issues affecting cyclic loading are the occurrence and characteristics of the environmental conditions 

onset to the turbine at a given site. Key phenomena include waves, onset shear and turbulence (DNV-GL, 

2015). These factors and their influence on the reliability of components in a single turbine have received 

some attention in the literature. McCann (2007), Galloway (2013) and Togneri et al. (2017) focus on loading 

experienced by blades. A study by the authors (Mullings et al., 2017) examined the variation of thrust and 

damage equivalent loads on the rotor, characterizing unsteady load spectra using experimental data scaled to 

turbulence characteristics of a representative site through a tidal cycle. For a given location, the onset condi-

tions to a turbine will differ for a turbine operating within an array rather than in isolation, e.g. Olczak et al. 

(2013) and Vogel and Willden (2015). 

This study addresses development of a simplified approach to modelling the load spectra for a turbine, to 

represent loading due to turbulence and onset shear, and application of this to assess load variation for isolat-

ed turbines and turbines within simple multi-row arrays. Loading due to turbulence is assessed using alterna-

tive onset turbulence synthesis methods, shown in Burton et al. (2011) and Jarrin et al. (2006). The variations 

in loading due to the different onset flow fields are compared to the experimental dataset of Payne et al. 

(2017b). The influence of onset flow due to upstream wakes is also assessed. For turbines subject to upstream 

turbine wakes, operating points are identified to attain a similar design life for each turbine across the array, 

here based on the damage equivalent load.  

Section 2 provides an explanation of the methods used within this paper for assessment of reliability and 

the generation of onset velocity fields. Evaluation of the load predictions relative to measurements for a single 

three-bladed turbine is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 the approach is employed to investigate the influ-

ence of in-wake operation and in-array operation on damage equivalent loads prior to some concluding re-

marks.  
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Understanding of operational and environmental loads is necessary for fatigue design of tidal turbines.  A von 

Kármán spectral method and a Synthetic Eddy Method are analysed for prediction of unsteady loads on a hor-

izontal axis turbine. The blade load spectrum by the von Kármán method is in reasonable agreement with ex-

isting experimental measurements for frequencies less than the fourth harmonic of the rotor frequency but 

over-predicts at higher frequencies. The Synthetic Eddy Method over-predicts at low frequencies but under-

predicts at higher frequencies. However, both methods provide reasonable prediction of the damage equiva-

lent load at the blade passing frequency. This approach is used to evaluate damage equivalent loads due to in-

wake and in-array operation. It is shown that the tip-speed-ratio of each turbine in the array can be selected to 

standardize damage equivalent load across the turbines and, for the particular turbine specification considered, 

this also increases power slightly compared to an array with all turbines operating at the same point.  
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2 METHOD 

2.1 Determining Load Cycles  

Following a similar approach to McCann et al. (2006), reliability is assessed through Damage Equivalent 

Loads (DEL):   

𝐷𝐸𝐿 = (
∑ 𝑛𝑖𝐿𝑖

𝑚
𝑖

𝑓𝑇
)

1

𝑚
                                      (1) 

Where Li is the load at bin ‘i’, m is a material property given by the slope of the S-N curve for the material, 

T is the length of time for operation, f is the repetition frequency, ni is the number of cycles at a given load. 

Taking a time history of force, such as thrust or root bending moment, as input the magnitude of each cycle is 

binned using Rainflow Cyclic counting (see Downing & Socie, 1982). 

Cyclic loading can be considered as deterministic, predominantly due to rotation of the blade through shear 

or in proximity to a structure, as well as wave-induced kinematics, and stochastic, due to turbulence. Predic-

tion methods include Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEM) models, Masters et al. (2011) and Computa-

tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD), such as Ouro et al. (2017), Mason-Jones et al. (2013) and Ahmed et al. (2017). 

A CFD model with an unsteady inflow with coherent turbulence structure such as the model used in Ahmed et 

al. (2017), can provide insight to fluctuating flow and loads at the blade scale. However fully resolved cases 

require considerable computational resources. BEM models are computationally efficient relative to CFD alt-

hough rely on 2D airfoil performance data in steady flow so do not fully capture the effect of unsteady onset 

flow on blade performance and simplified approaches are required to represent the effect of fixed supports on 

blade loading.  

The focus of this study is to assess load variation using a consistent method suited to rapid application to a 

wide range of environmental onset conditions including in-array onset conditions. As such a simple approach 

is taken, in which a synthesised unsteady velocity field is generated and the streamwise component reduced 

by the axial induction factor to define streamwise flow at the rotor plane and, hence relative velocity to each 

blade segment. The approach is evaluated using flow characteristics and turbine loading from experiments 

undertaken at the IFREMER flume in Boulogne-Sur-Mer, Payne et al. (2017a), with mean flow velocity 0.8 

m/s and turbine diameter 1.2 m. Time-varying thrust, and for some cases blade root bending, were measured 

for onset turbulence of 3% and 12%.  

2.2  Turbulence characteristics 

Experimental studies have shown that although onset turbulence has limited effect on mean power and 

thrust, the instantaneous loading and hence power are both significantly affected by the characteristics of the 

onset flow, e.g. Chamorro et al. (2013) and Blackmore et al. (2016). Mycek et al. (2014) and Milne et al. 

(2010) conclude that turbulence intensity is the dominant factor influencing fatigue of blades, as increasing 

values were observed to cause dramatic increase of load fluctuations. Secondary factors include parameters 

such as the integral lengthscale that represents the proportion of turbulent energy, through the eddy size, 

which effects the performance of the turbine, as investigated in Blackmore et al. (2016).  

2.3 Simulation of Onset Turbulence 

Incorporation of a time-varying velocity field with defined turbulence parameters as inflow to numerical 
analysis such as BEM or CFD may be conducted using either a spectral or synthetic model. The spectral 
model used here is the von Kármán model as this allows specification of integral length-scales for designers, 
as discussed in the DNV-GL standard on Tidal Turbines, DNV-GL (2015). The flow speed time-histories are 
created using specific auto-spectral density and spatial cross-correlation coherence and here a velocity field of 
this form was generated using DNV GL Tidal Bladed, (Bossanyi, 2003). The synthetic turbulence is generated 
with the synthetic eddy method developed by Jarrin et al. (2008). A code developed by Polleto (2013) was 
used to specify length-scale, turbulence intensity and number of eddies.  
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Table 1.  Comparison of Length-scale between turbulence  
generation methods and Experiment ______________________________________________ 
Inflow method    Lengthscale  % Difference 

           (m)  ______________________________________________ 
Experimental      0.6     - 

von Kármán      0.5381    10% 

Synthetic Eddy Method  0.4791    20%  

 

Table 1 shows a comparison between the target length-scale and recovered integral length-scale obtained by 

auto-correlation method at the centre of the domain. In both cases the sampling frequency was 307 Hz. This 

frequency corresponds to 1 sample point per 1.5 degree rotation at TSR of approximately 5.89 (8 rad/s). 

These conditions represent the onset flow in the dataset of (Payne et al. 2017a) for a low turbulence case (3%) 

and this is used for evaluation of load prediction in Section 3. 
The onset flow velocity spectrum for each method is compared to the measurements reported in the exper-

imental low turbulence case, Figure 1. It is clear that the overall magnitude in the low frequency range (f < 1 
Hz) is very similar for all cases. However in the mid frequency range (1 Hz < f < 20 Hz) the von Kármán 
spectra continues with a similar magnitude and gradient but the SEM has a significant decrease in magnitude 
at approximately 2 Hz. Note that this method was originally proposed to develop only large-scale coherent 
structures at the inflow to a CFD simulation, rather than to represent all scales of turbulent structure. For such 
applications the breakdown of coherent structures results in finer scale fluctuations, or transported kinetic en-
ergy across the high frequency range. Recent developments by Carlier et al. (2015) show how Gaussian dis-
tribution of eddy sizes can be used to represent a wider range of energy-carrying scales, partly addressing this 
limitation of the SEM approach.   

2.4 Blade Scale Flow 

To determine load spectra for a synthesized case, time varying load is required. The major contribution to 

loading is the incremental thrust force in the streamwise direction, evaluated for each time step: 

𝜕𝐹𝑇 =  𝜕𝐿 sin(𝜑) − 𝜕𝐷cos (𝜑)  (4) 

where 𝜕𝐹𝑇 is the variation of thrust on each element over time, 𝜕𝐿 is the variation in lift force, 𝜕𝐷 is the var-

iation in drag force and 𝜑 is the inflow angle to each blade element relative to the rotor plane. This is calcu-

lated based upon the time varying velocity, which is extracted at the instantaneous position of a blade element 

within the velocity field. The position of the blade at each time step is determined by the angular frequency 

and dictates the tip-speed-ratio of the turbine with loading assessed over a range of tip speed ratio (TSR). 

Both the relative velocity and angle of flow to the blade are defined by the velocities extracted from the turbu-

lent velocity field by: 

Figure 1: Power Spectra for the Onset Flow from the experimental data, XMED (Black), the von Kármán (Blue) and Synthetic 

Eddy Method (Orange) 
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𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙 = √𝑈𝑥,𝐷
2 + (𝛺𝑟 − 𝑈𝛩)2                                 (2) 

𝜑 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1(𝑈𝑥,𝐷/𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙)                                    (3) 

 

Herein, the streamwise velocity at the disc Ux.D is taken as the disc velocity 𝑈𝑑 = 𝑈∞(1 − 𝑎), where a is tak-

en as the axial induction factor at the segment radius, a reduction from the ambient velocity 𝑈∞. The azimuth-

al velocity is the resolved component of 𝑈𝑦 and 𝑈𝑧 at the blade position, with the inclusion of the radially 

varying tangential induction factor, 𝑈𝛩 = (𝑈𝑦
2 + 𝑈𝑧

2)1/2 + 𝛺𝑟𝑎′. The radial variation of both induction factors 

is determined through a steady BEMT calculation. Both the relative velocity and corresponding angle of at-

tack fluctuate with time, providing an example of the type of influence the turbulence can have on the loading 

cycles at one quasi-steady point.  

2.4.1 Tower Shadow 
The effect of tower shadow is briefly investigated to assess influence on unsteady loads relative to shear. The 
onset flow speeds are modified by Equations 4-5, where Uy becomes Vy and Ux,D become Vx,D whilst the 
blades are in the lower half of the rotor’s swept area only:  

𝑉𝑦 = 𝑈∞ (
𝑟𝑡

2

𝑑𝑟𝑠
2 ) sin(2𝜑)                                        (4) 

𝑉𝑥 = 𝑈∞ (1 − (
𝑟𝑡

2

𝑑𝑟𝑠
2 ) cos (2𝜑))                                     (5) 

where drs is the distance of each blade segment to the tower centre (504 mm), rt is the tower radius (50 mm), 
φ is the angle between the blade segment and the positive stream-wise direction, xrt is the distance between 
the rotor and tower centre. Typical overhang ratios for wind turbines of 0.2 to 0.33 affect the thrust by be-
tween 4 to 8% (Smilden et al. 2016). For this case the experimental tidal turbine has a smaller ratio (0.1), and 
hence it would be expected to have a smaller variation of thrust and potentially less impact on the magnitude 
of loads at the tower passing frequency. 

2.4.2 Shear Profile 
In a realistic tidal flow a vertical shear profile is present due to the boundary layer caused by the sea-bed. 

Such profiles may be approximated by either a logarithmic profile or a power law profile (Lewis et al. 2015). 
Here a power law profile is used where the onset flow is proportional to z∝ , where z is vertical ordinate and ∝ 
is a function of roughness and termed the power law index. This can be determined from full scale measure-
ments, as seen in the work by Togneri et al. 2011, with variation often observed over a tidal cycle.   

3 SINGLE TURBINE BLADE LOADING 

To assess load predictions using the methods of Section 2, the spectrum of blade root bending moments 
and, subsequently, of thrust are compared to lab scale results. Firstly, blade loading is examined as the seg-
mental thrust force multiplied by the distance along the radius and compared to the experimental measure-
ment of root bending moment. In Figure 2 the energy spectra of the root bending moment is shown for one 
blade for each onset flow method and the experimental case.  

In each case the frequencies have been normalised by the rotor frequency, as this is the dominant frequen-
cy of loading on a single blade due to rotation upstream of the fixed tower and through a sheared velocity pro-
file. In the low frequency range (f/f0 < 1 Hz) the von Kármán case has a similar magnitude to the measure-
ments of Payne et al. (2017b), with the SEM having slightly more energy. In the mid frequency range (1 < f/f0 
< 30) there are peaks as expected from the experimental case at multiples of the tower passing frequency, 
these are due to the influence of tower shadow and any shear effects within the onset flow. As expected these 
peaks are not visible using either turbulent flow alone and so these loads are superposed in Section 2.4.  

The magnitude of load fluctuations due to SEM is higher than the experimental results for f/f0 < 4 and for 
higher frequencies the energy reduces with a steeper gradient. In contrast the von Kármán approach has a sim-
ilar magnitude to the experiments for frequencies up to f/f0 = 4. However, the magnitude and gradient is 
slightly higher than the experimental results in the higher frequency range (4 < f/f0 < 30). Over this range the 
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Figure 2: Power Spectra for the Bending root moment for one blade, from the experimental data (black), the von Kármán (Orange) 

and Synthetic Eddy Method (Blue). 

 

loading may be affected by distortion of the onset turbulence and blade generated turbulence (e.g. Ahmed et 
al. 2017). The frequency area of interest for the influence on loading in this section is the low and mid-
frequency ranges. Various cases are shown here to assess the influence of the tower shadow, vertical shear 
and transverse shear on the magnitude of the energy spectra for the blade root bending and resultant damage 
equivalent load. 

3.1 Load Cycles 

Rainflow cycle counting is applied to the predicted and measured force time histories using the method of 
Section 2.1. This determines the total full and half cycles at pre-defined binned amplitudes, in the case of root 
bending moment the binned amplitudes are of 0.2 Nm. Based upon the time history of root bending moment 
the load cycles for the inclusion of the onset flow are determined. Table 2 includes the mean load magnitude 
and maximum cyclic magnitude of the root bending moment for the experimental case and each generation 
method.  

 
Table 2. Load cycles of root bending moment by alternative inflow generation methods and from experimental data of Payne et al. 
(2017a) ___________________________________________________ 
Inflow method   Number    Magnitude of Cyclic Load (Nm) 
       of cycles      Mean  Maximum ___________________________________________________ 
Experimental   4301     40.3      5.05 
von Kármán   3496     39.7       4.02 
SEM      203     39.7      6.57 ___________________________________________________ 

 
The maximum cyclic amplitudes differ for both generation methods, with the SEM case having a larger 

average cyclic than both the experimental and von Karman, this follows the observations in the lower fre-
quency range of Figure 1, the larger magnitude for the SEM.  

3.2 Influence of Onset Shear and Tower Shadow 

The addition of a shear profile on to the load spectra shear generates a peak at the tower passing frequency 
(e.g. Figure 3), and a secondary peak is also visible at the first harmonic of this frequency. The magnitude of 
the peak at the rotor frequency for two vertical shear cases has been compared in Table 3. For both turbulence 
inflow generation methods the load amplitude at the rotor frequency is similar (within 1%) although greater 
than for the experiments as the shear across the rotor plane is slightly weaker than the applied profiles. Con-
sideration of the disc velocity instead of the onset velocity only reduces the magnitude of mean and unsteady 
forces on the blade.  
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Figure 3: Power Spectra of the blade root bending moment with radially varying axial and tangential induction factors, linear 

variation of streamwise velocity across the rotor plane and tower shadow model applied for both generation methods. Experi-

mental data (Black), the von Kármán (Orange) and Synthetic Eddy Method (Blue). 

 

 
Table 3. Peak magnitude of load at rotor frequency ______________________________________________ 
Inflow method          Peak Magnitude (Nm) 

          1/7
th

   1/20
th

   ______________________________________________ 
Experimental             -   14.09   -    
von Kármán         222.7      28.04      
Synthetic Eddy Method     221.9      29.15      

 
Based upon the observed variation of velocity in the experiments a transverse shear profile has been included, 
as a linear variation across the rotor diameter. The load amplitude at the rotor frequency is within 2% of the 
experiments for ±2.5% variation of velocity across the rotor plane. Inclusion of the tower shadow model 
causes further increase in the peak loading at the rotor frequency for both onset flow methods but with smaller 
amplitude than the shear cases of Table 3.  This could be due to the relatively small ratio between rotor over-
hang and tower diameter. However, regardless of the low impact on the non-shear case, the influence of the 
tower shadow, as well as axial induction and transverse shear should be determined. 

3.3 Combined Influence  

An example of the load spectrum by superposition of the effects of shear, axial induction and tower shad-
ow with the loads from the turbulent velocity field is shown in Figure 3. For transverse shear and tower shad-
ow the peak magnitude at rotor frequency are within 28% for the SEM case which is an improvement over the 
transverse shear only case. In general the experimental spectra is predicted with reasonable accuracy with the 
von Kármán method but with over-prediction for f > 10f0. In contrast the SEM approach over-predicts at low-
er frequencies. Over the range f/f0 = 0.1 to 1 which is partly associated with turbulent flow and partly with 
shear, the integral of the spectrum is within 5% for the von Kármán case but over-predicted by a factor of 
seven with the SEM model. However, despite the difference of spectra shape, the integral of each spectrum 
across the whole frequency range is within 1.6%.  

3.4 Damage Equivalent Loads 

Damage equivalent loads are determined using a statistical method, shown in Equation 1. They are affected 
by the number of load cycles in the sample time. Herein the magnitude of a damage equivalent load is consid-
ered at a prescribed frequency, the rotor frequency f0 for the blade loading and 3f0 for the rotor loading. This 
approach is employed for direct comparison between the two onset flow generation methods and to facilitate 
comparison to deterministic loads at these frequencies such as due to shear and tower shadow. As specific 
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material properties are not available, such as an S-N curve, for the blades of this device, the approach of Free-
bury and Musial (2000) is adopted. This employs a parameter ‘m’ to characterise the gradient of the S-N 
curve. For this analysis m=10 is used as this specifies the use of a semi-flexible material such as glass fibre, 
and m= 4 for steel. The damage equivalent loads are calculated for the various loading cases and shown in 
Figure 4. The results from each generation method are also given both with and without the predefined 
frequency.  

Using the imposed repetition frequency the DEL is shown to increase for the blade for both generation 
methods. For the von Karman case the increase is a consistent 48%, however for the SEM case the increase is 
only between 15-17%. For the SEM case the imposed repetition frequency has less effect on the loads since 
the frequency based on load cycles would be similar, within a factor of 5, whereas the von Karman is a factor 
of 50 different. These variations are due to the reduction in magnitude of the high frequency cycles for the 
SEM case. Overall the von Kármán approach with imposed frequency produces DEL closest to the experi-
mental case.  

Including the tower shadow increases the DEL for both onset flows. A larger increase is found using the 
repetition frequency as the load due to the shear has greatest influence at the same frequency. A decrease of 
damage equivalent loads is shown with the addition of the transverse and vertical shear for the SEM case this 
is expected for the RBM as the larger magnitude low frequency fluctuations are more dominant in this case. 
To determine the effect on the entire rotor the thrust force on three blades rotating through the flow field is 
considered. The damage equivalent load for the experimental case is 0.68 N. This is about 30% larger than the 
loads determined through the use of the thrust on 3 blades, partly due to assumption of uniform disc velocity 
and neglecting the hub.  

4 IN-ARRAY TURBINE LOADING  

 The previous sections address loading of a single turbine. In practice to maximize the potential of the rela-
tively small geographic regions in which flow speeds are expected to be suitable for tidal stream systems, ar-
rays of turbines are likely to be used. Turbines may thus be subject to transverse shear due to variation of on-
set flow along a fence, Cooke et al. (2015) or subject to onset flow due to the wakes of upstream turbines, e.g. 
Mycek et al. (2014). Two array configurations are considered with transverse profiles of the mean velocity of 
the wake defined by a Gaussian self-similar profile (Stallard et al. 2015). Here the focus is on the influence of 
transverse shear for distances of eight diameters downstream. For such positions turbulence is approximately 
constant across the width of the wake (Stallard et al. 2013), and fluctuating velocity at the downstream rotor is 
here approximated as an onset turbulent flow field using the SEM and von Kármán methods. This neglects the 
expected elevated value of turbulence intensity and spatial variation of turbulence across the swept area both 
of which would be of increasing influence with reducing downstream distance. Firstly, two turbines are con-
sidered, with a downstream turbine at 8 diameters downstream, either in-line or staggered by 0.5 diameters. 
Secondly a small array comprising of a row of four turbines 4 and 8 diameters downstream of a row of three 

Figure 4: Magnitudes of DEL for an individual blade, for each generation method, with and without the imposed repetition fre-

quency of f0, with the DEL from the experimental case with imposed frequency shown as the dashed line. 
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Figure 5: Variation in DEL magnitude with turbine position and operating point (TSR), SEM generation (Black), von Kármán 

(Blue) 

turbines, following the layouts in Olczak et al. (2016). The onset flow to the front row of turbines is approxi-
mated by a transverse shear profile with induction included and this is superposed with the mean wakes of the 
turbines of the first row defined by superposition of the velocity deficit.  

4.1 In-wake operation 

The amplitude and number of cycles of rotor thrust differ between the three rotor positions. For the von Ká-

rmán generation method, the total number of cycles reduces for both the in-line and offset case, but they re-

main within 15% of the isolated turbine shear case. For the SEM case the total number of cycles decreases by 

a maximum of 58% for the offset case and 22% for the inline. The inclusion of the transverse wake profile 

causes the number of cycles within the higher amplitude range to decrease when the turbine is directly in-line 

and causes the amplitude to increase for the offset case. This is expected due to the higher transverse shear 

experienced by the offset turbine within the shoulder of the Gaussian wake.  
The resulting DEL have been determined over a range of operating points, TSR values of 3.92 to 7.12, for 

each rotor position and onset flow generation method, this is shown in Figure 5.  

For both generation methods the DEL increase with increasing TSR. With no transverse wake shear ap-
plied the DEL are consistently higher for the SEM generation case, with the SEM magnitude up to 31% 
greater than the von Karman. Regardless of magnitude the inclusion of the transverse shear for the offset 
wake causes a maximum reduction of 12% for the von Kármán and 10% for the SEM. The in-line wake caus-
es a maximum decrease of 28% for the von Kármán and 26% for the SEM. For the von Karman case the front 
row turbine has consistently greater DELs than the downstream turbines. However for the SEM case the front 
row turbine only has greater DELs from approximately 4.75 TSR. This crossover point could be caused by 
the coherency of the structures within the SEM inflow model being more dominant at the lower rotational 
frequency.  

For maximum power generation from an array an operating strategy would be for all turbines to operate at 
close to optimum power coefficient and hence similar TSR. As seen this would result in up to 88% variation 
of damage equivalent load between an upstream and downstream turbine depending on relative position. Op-
timum power coefficient is not always feasible. It may be desirable to select operating points with a view to 
similar operating life of key components. If on the first upstream turbine a TSR of 5 is chosen, an in-line tur-
bine operating with TSR of 6.5 and an offset turbine operating with TSR of 5.5 would experience similar 
DEL magnitude. For this turbine, these TSRs when applied to the experimental CP(TSR) curve, would lead to 
a 9% increase in CP for the in-line case and a 7% increase for the offset case. In terms of overall power, based 
on CP and the disc-averaged velocity cubed, there is a 4.1% increase in the offset position over the inline. The 
extent of the change of TSR required to attain similar DEL per turbine and the consequent change of power 
output would be turbine specific. 
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Figure 6: Left: variation of UDA, Right: variation in equivalent mean force from row 1; SEM Results (Black), Olczak et al. (2016): 

Experimental (Blue), RANS-BEM (Red). 

4.2  In-array operation 

For the multi-row array case, the combined wake of the upstream rows is modelled with the approach of 
Stansby and Stallard (2016) with wakes superposed relative to a bypass flow the value of which is defined to 
maintain mass-flux at each section of the channel. Relative to an isolated rotor, the rotor averaged velocity 
(UDA) and velocity squared, as a proxy for thrust force, for the second row of turbines is in reasonable agree-
ment with the experimental and RANS-BEM data of Olczak et al. (2016), Figure 6.  

The variation of DEL magnitude within a three-row array is shown in Figure 7. The DEL across row 2 and 
row 3 decrease as the number of cycles increase, with the transverse shear of the wake. The overall maximum 
loads also reduce with downstream position. To operate an array where the rotors in different positions would 
experience similar damage equivalent loads the operating point of each turbine, the TSR, can be adjusted. For 
this purpose the DELs have been calculated on the second and third rows for a range of TSRs. In this case, us-
ing a TSR of 4.5 for the three rotors on the front, the TSR on the second row the TSR should vary between 
5.2 and 5.9, as shown with the left-hand text on Figure 7. Higher TSR are required on the third row. For the 
thrust and power curve of the turbine considered, these changes of TSR result in an 8.7% increase in power 
over using the constant TSR of 4.5 on row 2 and 8.1% increase in power relative to application of TSR of 4.5 
to all turbines. This is based on the measured CP(TSR) reported by Payne et al. (2017a), for which the peak CP 
is at TSR of 6.1, hence the increase in power observed from baseline case of TSR of 4.5. The extent to which 
this approach may be applied to minimise variation of load between turbines and to which operating parame-
ters could be adjusted would differ with turbine type and operating conditions. Application to a representative 
resource and alternative turbine types is required.   

Figure 7: Left-hand-side variation of TSR, Right-hand-side variation in DEL from initial Row 1 at x/D = 0. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

This study addresses the influence of onset turbulence and the presence of one- and multiple upstream 
wakes on unsteady loading and the resultant damage equivalent load (DEL) of tidal turbines. To apply a con-
sistent approach to a range of sea-states and turbine array configurations a simplified load-spectrum model is 
employed based on blade element theory within a synthesised unsteady velocity field.  A Synthetic Eddy 
Method and a von Kármán method provide similar turbulence intensity and length scale but result in a differ-
ent spectrum of blade load. Over much of the frequency range the von Karman method provides reasonable 
prediction of the measured root bending moment spectrum, although this over-predicts the magnitude of fluc-
tuations at high frequencies. The magnitude of a damage equivalent load at the rotor frequency by each meth-
od differs by around 15% with closer agreement with experiment by the von Kármán method.  

Variation of damage equivalent load is examined due to an upstream turbine wake and for various locations 
within a small array. For a single downstream rotor, the resultant damage equivalent loads are reduced from 
the isolated rotor case for a partially offset rotor, 12% less, and reach a minimum for a turbine aligned with 
the upstream wake, 28% less. For a small multi-row array the reduction of damage equivalent load is larger, 
up to 40% on the second row and 57% for the central rotors on a third row. Such variations of DEL would re-
sult in differing design life of components and it is shown that similar damage equivalent loads may be at-
tained for each turbine within an array by appropriate selection of the operating point of each turbine. For the 
turbine considered this approach also slightly increases power output from the array relative to the baseline 
case. This approach is thus promising for developing operating strategies for turbine arrays that balance tur-
bine design life with array power output and a next step is to addresses the variation of operating point re-
quired throughout a tidal cycle. The approach to prediction of unsteady loading is simplified for this purpose 
and is being further developed to include variation of turbulence parameters across the wake region and the 
effect of waves.  
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